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ECGA 6470: Economic Growth & Development      Course Calendar         Fall 2017 
  
See the course syllabus for books and videos as well as course requirements.  For most HW 
assignments including the readings you need are linked to the questions. As you can see out 
special focus this semester will demography and growth, in all its dimensions: migration, 
inequality (Piketty), secular stagnation (Japan) refugees and long term growth in Germany, 
the demographic dividend for Africa, potential and realized. Jones & Vollrath have slides 
and useful web pages for Jones 3rd edition and a growth blog see Chad Jones’ research web 
page as well, especially facts of economic growth. Please do watch the FT video on China’s 
“Lewis Turning Point” and Hans Rosling “Don’t Panic” if you have not already.  
 
The final exam will include one case study/diagnostics question, hence we are looking CID growth we page: 
Sorry for the two-hour Sri Lanka presentation (I watch two lectures in Argentina, one on Colombia),  Mainly 
we want to discuss his arguments regarding institutions.  The benchmark discussion for this is “institutions rule” 
in A&R, 2012 Chapter 1 (Nogales Mexico vs. Nogales Arizona) and the “frontier” use extensively by Aghion et 
al.  Both Aghion and Hausmann et al are looking at disparities inside countries (Nogales Mexico vs. Monterey 
or Mexico’s DF). The fact that these city-states are have the same legal system, etc. calls into question what 
institutions are and why they matter. To follow up on these ideas we look inside Colombia (Shen Wang is doing 
the Colombia paper by Coscia et al. se below) Luther is look at Albania and I me doing Panama.  It would be 
great if someone can do the Chiapas paper that would be great…  also we need a structural transformation paper 
(in light Rodrik’s new argument) and a migration and mobility paper ( I am doing Panama, but the paper by 
Clemens and Pritchet looks very good, both papers by Clemens in fact).   Informality and cities is also a great 
topic…for Latin American in particular.  Growth Diagnostics is great too… see Rodrik 2010.  Inclusive growth 
also sounds good. 
 
Two more Poverty traps... with the classic Solow diagram reversed: labor on horizontal and real wages on the 
vertical axis, see Jaime Ros’s boo  
 
Finally, ending with Sustainable growth Lecture November 9th Sustainable Economic Growth with Exhaustible 
resources. Before class review J&V Chapter 10 (here are Volrath’s slides) and literature in A&H 2009 Chapter 16.  
 
Coscia, M., Cheston, T. & Hausmann, R., 2017. Institutions vs. Social Interactions in Driving Economic 
Convergence: Evidence from Colombia.Abstractcolombia_convergence_cidwp_331.pdf 
 
Heal, G., 1997. Valuing Our Future: Cost-benefit analysis and sustainability. Office of Development Studies. Discussion Paper series 
13. United Nations Development Programme. 
 
Heal, Geoffrey 1998. Valuing the future: economic theory and sustainability. Columbia University Press, 2000. 
 
Climate Change and Economic Growth  
 
Midterm: Growth Strategies and inequality: Check exam itself for most up to date instructions. Please answer these 
questions section by section writing your answer right after each question mark in a different font. Email your answer to 
question M-1.1 on Saturday November 11th to mcleodassign@gmail.com. Answers to questions M-2.1 are due November 
18th. Question M-3.1 is due the before the University closes for Thanksgiving. Question M1.1D may belong in M2.2 but I 
tried to keep that questions main focus the RER and growth models… 
\ 
Lectures: Rodrik and Woodford (2008)  Undervaluation, Levers for growth, and Growth accelerations  
https://core.ac.uk/download/pdf/6340406.pdf 
    
 The Allocation Paradox (http://www.gdsnet.org/Jeanne_allocation_june09.pdf). One last “Informality” Poverty Trap 
 
Thank you for excellent answers to HW#2!!  Before class Thursday: Please read the first few pages of  Ostry, Mr 
Jonathan David, Mr Andrew Berg, and Mr Charalambos G. Tsangarides. Redistribution, inequality, and growth. 

http://www.gdsnet.org/ECON6470Sp2017Syllabus.pdf
http://class.povertylectures.com/Econ6470Books.pdf
http://web.stanford.edu/~chadj/Chad-UsefulGraphs.pdf
http://web.stanford.edu/~chadj/Chad-UsefulGraphs.pdf
http://web.stanford.edu/~chadj/
https://growthecon.com/book/
https://web.stanford.edu/~chadj/papers.html
https://web.stanford.edu/~chadj/papers.html
https://web.stanford.edu/~chadj/facts-slidesConference.pdf
https://www.ft.com/content/978ecf40-93bb-3627-a0c9-043cf693479a?ft_site=next
https://www.ft.com/content/978ecf40-93bb-3627-a0c9-043cf693479a?ft_site=next
https://growthlab.cid.harvard.edu/publications
https://growthlab.cid.harvard.edu/publications/chiapas-policy-recommendations
https://growthlab.cid.harvard.edu/publications/policy-area/migration-mobility
https://growthlab.cid.harvard.edu/publications/diagnostics-prescription
http://www.gdsnet.org/JonesChapter10ResourcesGrowth.pdf
https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/105e/594b2778b92e11358341016390ac113cb6d4.pdf
https://www0.gsb.columbia.edu/cfusion/faculty/gheal/pw-98-10.pdf
http://www.gdsnet.org/ECON6470Fall2017MidtermExam2.pdf
mailto:mcleodassign@gmail.com
https://core.ac.uk/download/pdf/6340406.pdf
https://core.ac.uk/download/pdf/6340406.pdf
http://www.gdsnet.org/Jeanne_allocation_june09.pdf
http://www.gdsnet.org/GourinchesJeanne2002.pdf
https://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/sdn/2014/sdn1402.pdf
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International Monetary Fund, 2014 and the first two sections and last few pages of A&H, 2009 Chapter 11 (available on 
the ftp)  See also Kraay on weak instruments…  
 
Topics Income Redistribution and growth  (Ostroy et al)   Galor and Zeira   IFPRI Rodrik 
 
Population and Economic Growth in Russia   Growth Accounting Picketty and Weil   Rafia Piketty case study   
Convergence big time                inequality and growth    
 
HW #3 Due Monday October 16th: PhD Students: Answer Problem #1 on 321 of Chapter 9 A&H, 1999 using word or 
Latek equations, or handwrite them (note this problem is very similar to the incentive effects explored in 
Aghion and Williamson, 1998).  Please take a look at this problem before class in case you have questions.   
 
Masters Students: Lets get productivity or output per capita data or the investment share for the Figure 2.2 countries (see 
below) at least, can we have a pdf of appendix C here can we find it online is spreadsheet format? 
 
Ghosh, Atish R., Jonathan D. Ostry, and Mahvash S. Qureshi. "When Do Capital Inflow Surges End in Tears?." American 
Economic Review 106, no. 5 (2016): 581-585.  Online appendix  
 

HW#2: Please answer these questions in word or pdf file.  Make your answers a different font, be sure to number 
equations and figures... If you are having trouble with the FTP, email me or Justin (she found Piketty...) 

1. PhD Students: Compare the Romer model to the Schumpeterian growth model, what is the value added of both 
approaches (do we need them both?).  a) Please compare Jones and Volrath's presentation in Chapter 5 (attached) to 
Aghion and Howitt's Chapter 3 and 4 (see the ftp main directory for pdfs).  Which presentation do you find most 
useful?  Would you recommend A&H over J&V (or vice versa) or are they complementary?  b) Previously we have 
discussed learning by doing, including in the Villenueva model (very similar to Chapter 6 of J&V).  Do we really need 
endogenous technical change to study development?  Is China a developing country? 

2. Masters Students: Please read Chapter 6 (ftp) and Chapter 7 (attached) of J&V.  How does globalization and education 
affect income levels in the complete model of Chapter 6?  In Chapter 7 (attached) pages 167-69 how do institutions affect 
investment, skill acquisition (sans the brain drain) and TFP in the African countries show in Figure 2.2 (Poverty in a 
Rising Africa, see course calendar or type the title into GS). b) These governance measures include corruption, how can 
we tell if corruption matters in Africa (empirically, of course it matters)?  a) Which of these countries received the most 
foreign aid per capita (ODA) during the great run (2000-2015)?  Is ODA correlated with any of these development 
measures (skills, investment and TFP)? 

Warning: some of the pages in the J&V chapters may be hard to read, please send me the problem pages right away, 
Gabriel or I will scan replacements using turbo scan and insert them immediately.... (turboscan pro is highly 
recommended, much better than photographing pages, which I admit, many people still do...) 
  
Here is data on governance J&V used in the Chapter 7 Figures (the x axis is "Social Infrastructure" a not the same 
measure as in the 2nd edition....  let me know if you need help downloading this data, use the Stata version then save it as 
an excel file... the spreadsheet seems to have too much information... J&V average post 2000, we should average 2000-10 
and 2010 on if it is available. 
 
http://info.worldbank.org/governance/wgi/index.aspx#home 
https://www.brookings.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/09_wgi_kaufmann.pdf 
https://sites.google.com/site/eco553x/ 
 
  
Henry, Peter Blair. "Capital account liberalization: Theory, evidence, and speculation." Journal of Economic Literature 
45, no. 4 (2007): 887-935. 
 

https://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/sdn/2014/sdn1402.pdf
https://g24.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/Ostry-Redistribution-Inequality-and-Growth-090614.pdf
https://www.econ.nyu.edu/user/debraj/Courses/Readings/GalorZeira.pdf
https://academic.oup.com/qje/article/131/3/1497/2461106/Rethinking-the-Effects-of-Financial-Globalization
http://class.povertylectures.com/NicoleWiktorDemographicDividendSpring2016V3.pdf
http://class.povertylectures.com/RafiaZafarECON6470Spring2015.pdf
http://class.povertylectures.com/ConvergenceBigTime.pdf
http://class.povertylectures.com/ConvergenceBigTime.pdf
http://www.gdsnet.org/AghionWilliamson1998.pdf
http://www.gdsnet.org/AppendixCJones3rdEditionv2.pdf
https://assets.aeaweb.org/assets/production/articles-attachments/aer/app/10605/P2016_1015_app.pdf
http://info.worldbank.org/governance/wgi/index.aspx#home
https://www.brookings.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/09_wgi_kaufmann.pdf
https://sites.google.com/site/eco553x/
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Kose, M. Ayhan, Eswar Prasad, Kenneth Rogoff, and Shang-Jin Wei. "Financial globalization: A reappraisal." IMF Staff 
papers 56, no. 1 (2009): 8-62. 
 
Lecture September 28th:   Inequality and Growth Lecture notes    References  
 
Aghion, Philippe, and Jeffrey G. Williamson. 1998. Growth, Inequality, and Globalization: Theory, History, and Policy. 
Cambridge University Press. 
 
Benabou, Roland. "Inequality and growth." NBER macroeconomics annual 11 (1996): 11-74. 
 
Berg, A. G., & Ostry, J. D. (2011). Inequality and efficiency. Finance & Development, 48(3), 12-15.    
Dabla-Norris,et al 2015, Dabla-Norris, Ms Era, Ms Kalpana Kochhar, Mrs Nujin Suphaphiphat, Mr Frantisek Ricka,  
 
Ostry, Mr Jonathan David, Mr Andrew Berg, and Mr Charalambos G. Tsangarides. Redistribution, inequality, and growth. 
International Monetary Fund, 2014. 
 
Evridiki Tsounta. Causes and consequences of income inequality: a global perspective. International Monetary Fund. 
Gonzales, Christian, Sonali Jain-Chandra, Kalpana Kochhar, Monique Newiak, and Tlek Zeinullayev (2015) "Catalyst 
for change: Empowering women and tackling income inequality."IMF.  
http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/sdn/2015/sdn1520. pdf 
 
Ostry, J. D., & Berg, A. (2011). Inequality and unsustainable growth: two sides of the same coin? (Working Paper No. 
11/08). International Monetary Fund, Washington DC. http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/sdn/2011/sdn1108.pdf  F& 
http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/fandd/2011/09/berg.htm  
  
Financie and development September 2011 http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/fandd/2011/09/berg.htm 
 
Ostry, Mr Jonathan David, Mr Andrew Berg, and Mr Charalambos G. Tsangarides (2014) Redistribution, inequality, and 
growth. International Monetary Fund.   
 
Alesina and Perotti (1994) “Political Economy of Growth” World Bank Economic Review  
Barro, R. J. (2008). Inequality and growth revisited (wp #11). Asian Development Bank. 
Benabou (1997) “Inequality and Growth” NBER Macroeconomics Annual   
Milanovic, Branko (2016) Introducing Kuznets waves: How income inequality waxes and wanes over the very long run 
Voxeu.org Feb. http://voxeu.org/article/introducing-kuznets-waves-income-inequality 
Rodrik, Dani (1997) “Democracy and Economic Performance” (reader) 
Rodrik, Dani (1997) “Social Conflict and Growth Collapses” (reader) 
 
For class Thursday September 21st  Openness and growth Lecture notes 
 
read through Econometrics of Growth Handout and Rodriguez and Rodrik (2000) or R&R.  R&R,2000 is widely cited in 
part because they take several influential articles on trade and growth and replicate them, finding flaws with each (leading 
to revisions or new editions in some cases). What reservations does Charles Jones 2000 have about their results?  Ortega 
and Peri (2014) cite R&R, 2000.  What approach to identifying causality from trade to growth do O&P (see also the IMF 
working paper below)?  How do O&P take R&R’s results for Frankel and Romer into account?  Among the key articles 
replicated by R&R (starting with Sachs and Warner, 1995) which have been cited the most?  Masters Students: Does 
China and Vietnam seem to prove R&R wrong?   
 
PhD students only: what modifications do O&P make to the model of Alesina et.al. 2000?  What is the intuition behind 
this model, how do O&P adapt their model to migration (there is a similar model in the text…). See also Alesina et al. 
2016.    
 
References:  
 

http://www.gdsnet.org/Econ6470InequalityGrowthFall2017.pdf
http://www.gdsnet.org/AghionWilliamson1998.pdf
http://www.nber.org/chapters/c11027.pdf
http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/fandd/2011/09/berg.htm
http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/fandd/2011/09/berg.htm
http://en.unesco.org/inclusivepolicylab/sites/default/files/publication/document/2017/2/redistribution%20inequality%20growth.pdf
https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/d522/9d3c008969b4194656b77523864de97f06ed.pdf
http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/sdn/2011/sdn1108.pdf
http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/sdn/2011/sdn1108.pdf
http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/fandd/2011/09/berg.htm
http://www.relooney.com/NS4053/00_NS4053_140.pdf
http://aric.adb.org/pdf/workingpaper/WP11_%20Inequality_and_Growth_Revisited.pdf
http://www.gdsnet.org/Econ6470Trade&Growth_LectureFall2017Mileva&McLeod.pdf
http://www.gdsnet.org/Econ6470GrowthEconometricsHandout2016.pdf
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Acemoglu, Daron, Suresh Naidu, Pascual Restrepo, and James A. Robinson (2004) Democracy does cause growth. No. 
w20004. National Bureau of Economic Research.  
 
Alesina, A., Spolaore, E., Wacziarg, R. (2000)  Economic integration and political disintegration AER 90 (5), 1276–1296 
 
Alesina, Alberto, Johann Harnoss, and Hillel Rapoport (2016) "Birthplace diversity and economic prosperity." Journal of 
Economic Growth 21,2, 101-138.  (see also Working Paper 18699. National Bureau of Economic Research. 
 
Barro, Robert J. Determinants of economic growth: a cross-country empirical study. No. w5698. National Bureau of 
Economic Research, 1996 (nearly 6000 citations) 
 
Barro, Robert J. 1996. “Democracy and Growth.” Journal of Economic Growth 1: 1-27. 
 
Frankel, Jeffrey & David Romer, (1999) "Does Trade Cause Growth?" AER, June, 89(3), 379-399. 
  
Hall, Robert E., and Charles I. Jones, 1999, “Why do Some Countries Produce So Much More Output 
Per Worker than Others?,” The Quarterly Journal of Economics, 114 (1): 83-116. 
 
Mankiw, N. Gregory, David Romer, and David N. Weil. "A contribution to the empirics of economic growth." The 
quarterly journal of economics 107, no. 2 (1992): 407-437. 
 
Ortega, Francesc, and Giovanni Peri (2014) "Openness and income: The roles of trade and migration." Journal of 
International Economics 92, no. 2 (2014): 231-251. 
 
Rodriguez, Francisco, and Dani Rodrik (2000) "Trade policy and economic growth: a skeptic's guide to the cross-
national evidence." NBER macroeconomics annual 15 (2000): 261-325. 
 
Sachs, Jeffrey D., Andrew Warner,(1995) "Economic reform and the process of global integration." Brookings papers on 
economic activity 1995, no. 1 (1995): 1-118. 
 
Young, Aylwin. 1995. “The Tyranny of Numbers: Confronting the Statistical Realities of East 
Asian Growth Experience.” Quarterly Journal of Economics (August): 641-80. 
 
 
Problem Set #2  please turn in #2.1 and 2.4 by midnight Tuesday Feb. 16th   UNU Wider Extractives initiative Sample 
answers for PS #1 (please see posted sample answers and use posted answers… ).   
 
Midterm Review questions:  3.1 a) A recent NY Times story on Robots and the American Dream tell us not to fear 
robots, what endogenous growth model best fits this argument promising us eternal growth (PhD students: present this 
model formally using Barro and Sali-i-Martin as cited in these lecture notes… EC please redraw this Figure using excel if 
you can… b) Like Piketty, 2014 this model implies a rising capital share, which is how Solow, 2014  reads his argument.  
Does a rising capital share imply rising capital income share?  How does Piketty explain the rising share of capital (see his 
ASSA 2015 Webcast paper).  C) Are the best days cut-throat capitalism over?  What does the experience of Extractive 
States tell us about a future with no factory jobs (good and bad of courses)?  Should we make America Denmark as BS 
argues, or are there other alternatives?  D) Viewing Hans Rosling carefully what does he argue the relationship between 
health and economics growth?  It this consistent with the argument of Acemoglu et al.   E) In what sense, do all of us 
development economists owe Hans Rosling? (I mean literally).  How did Rosling contribute to literally and figuratively to 
the African Miracle (pun warning and see Young, 2014). 
 
Demand side poverty traps   Government and Economic Growth  (demand side poverty traps and Barro growth model 
with government)  Notes on  Convergence  Convergence 2015  Sigma vs Beta convergence  Barro’s AK Model with 
Government Long version Phd    
 
 Putting Distribution back at the Center of Economics    From Hindu growth to Productivity surge    Krugman the end of 
Growth?   PBS Newshour Are the U.S. best days over   Krugman review of Gordon   please reread Dixit and Stiglitz 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/4980902_Economic_Integration_and_Political_Disintegration
http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.692.6732&rep=rep1&type=pdf
http://faculty.nps.edu/relooney/BarroDemocracy.pdf
https://eml.berkeley.edu/~dromer/papers/AER_June99.pdf
https://eml.berkeley.edu/~dromer/papers/MRW_QJE1992.pdf
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Giovanni_Peri/publication/259506210_Openness_and_Income_The_Roles_of_Trade_and_Migration/links/0a85e53c5781c3c241000000/Openness-and-Income-The-Roles-of-Trade-and-Migration.pdf
http://www.nber.org/chapters/c11058.pdf
http://earthinstitute.columbia.edu/sitefiles/file/about/director/pubs/brookings_q195.pdf
http://earthinstitute.columbia.edu/sitefiles/file/about/director/pubs/brookings_q195.pdf
http://www.gdsnet.org/ECGA6470Spring2017_PS2.pdf
https://www.wider.unu.edu/project/extractives-development-e4d
http://www.gdsnet.org/PS1Q1_1ExampleSpring2017.pdf
http://www.gdsnet.org/ECON6470_Spring2017PS1SnapchatAnswers.pdf
https://nyti.ms/2kLHp9e
https://newrepublic.com/article/117429/capital-twenty-first-century-thomas-piketty-reviewed
https://www.wider.unu.edu/project/extractives-development-e4d
https://www.wider.unu.edu/project/extractives-development-e4d
http://www.gdsnet.org/Econ6470GrowthModelsDemandSidePovertyTraps_2017.pdf
http://class.povertylectures.com/Econ6470GrowthModelsDemandSidePovertyTraps_2016.pdf
http://class.povertylectures.com/BarroGovGrowthHandoutSpring2012.pdf
http://class.povertylectures.com/BarroGovGrowthHandoutSpring2012.pdf
http://class.povertylectures.com/Econ6470GrowthModelsConvergenceIntro2015.pdf
http://class.povertylectures.com/Econ6470GrowthModelsConvergenceIntro2015.pdf
http://class.povertylectures.com/ConvergenceBigTime.pdf
http://class.povertylectures.com/ECON6470BarroGovGrowthModelLong.pdf
http://pubs.aeaweb.org/doi/pdfplus/10.1257/jep.29.1.67
https://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/wp/2004/wp0477.pdf
http://krugman.blogs.nytimes.com/2012/12/26/is-growth-over/
http://krugman.blogs.nytimes.com/2012/12/26/is-growth-over/
http://www.pbs.org/newshour/bb/are-the-best-days-of-the-u-s-economy-over/
http://www.nytimes.com/2016/01/31/books/review/the-powers-that-were.html
http://greeneconomics.blogspot.com/2016/01/krugman-on-gordon-both-need-to-re-read.html
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Lecture: Before class please review the problem set #1  problems 1.1-1.3, these will be due before our next meeting Feb. 
8th  HW#2 Please turn in answers to problems 1.1 and 1.2 by Sunday Feb 4th midnight by uploading a word or pdf file to 
the GDrive you should receive by Saturday* and by email to mcleodassign@gmailcom [sample answers].  HW#3 
answers to 1.3 due Tuesday Feb. 7th at midnight. Also please read about the demographic dividend in the Overview and 
Chapters 4-5 of WB/IMF (2016) Global Monitoring Report 2015/2016   Development Goals in an Era of Demographic 
Change. See Poverty and Growth slides and the Growth Strategies slides Sachs et. al. 2004 article on Africa’s poverty 
trap.   *If the google drive does not work, sending it to  
 
January 25th:  Growth Strategies (updated)  Three Growth Models Handout  Poverty and Growth  Sachs et al. 2004 
Africa’s poverty traps  Growth Models and Miracles Lecture 2   Piketty Lindhhal Lecture  J. Sachs why China’s growth is 
slowed in last few years: answer the renembi/yuan is too strong,  We may disagree with Professor Sachs on other issues 
but…World Bank; IMF (2016) Global Monitoring Report 2015/2016  (download free pdf) Development Goals in  an Era of 
Demographic Change. Washington, DC: World Bank. This lecture will continue our discussion of Africa and growth theory, 
models and poverty traps, there are the relevant sections from the syllabus, but don’t read everything (just take a look at 
the items with at *). Going forward we will try to say a little bit about growth strategy and use case studies  during each 
class.  Angus Deaton recent noble prize winner, perhaps for identifying the “most serious intellectual and ethical failures 
of a century”).  See my web page for all links to this course (www.darrylmcleod.com) 
 
January 18th Elephant Diagram lecture notes see also the updated course texts and books of interest preview.   
 
Please answer LDQ questions 0.1 and 0.2 as best you can, using the formatting tips below, and send them to 
mcleodassign@gmail.com by midnight January 24th (if possible) as a word file (preferred) or pdf attachment. Here I as 
word template which may be helpful Sections in italics are optional.  Please add all the references you cite to the 
references I include below.  Feel free to ask questions in class. Please email your answers mcleodassign@gmail.com by 
midnight January 24th. Write your answer single spaced after each question mark (?) in a different font (not dark red for 
example).  Please put answers right after each question (though you may say things like, “as discussed above.”  Use this 
word template if you want to. Please do cite, quote and “snip” graphics where possible. 
 
 LDQ 0.1  There are three key points on the Elephant diagram, see Figure 1.1 from Milanovic (2016) chapter 1.  The 
points represent groups from what countries/regions?  (careful, these change over time, as Corlett, 2016 points, but 
Milanovic and Lakner 2016 correct for this as well, see their reply. B) How does Baldwin explain and populate these three 
points or on the elephant curve (see his PIIE talk and/or his slides)?  Compare Baldwin’s explanation of the of the top 1% 
to that of Milanovic and Piketty (would the former refer to Donald Trump as a plutocrat?).  C) This IMF review   
identifies the losers in Figure 1.1, but are they really losers (relatively yes, absolutely perhaps not, as a group).  What are 
the groups in this growth incidence curve? Did the MDGs work?  a) How do MacArthur and Rasmussen, 2061 come up 
with their numbers?  (see their full paper too if you have time1). Do you find their numbers credible?  b) Compare with 
Easterly’s argument that the MDGs were designed to make SSA look bad. 

 
LDQ 0.2 Discuss how the one child policy at first enhanced but now may hinder China growth prospects? What can/is 
China do to increase growth and hang on to its factories?  Hint: Vietnam.  Would or has this solution work for the U.S. 
and the UK? 
 
 References 
*Baldwin, Richard (2016) The Great Convergence, Harvard University Press, ISBN 0674660489  
 
Milanovic, Branko (2016) Global Inequality A New Approach for the Age of Globalization Harvard University Press, 
Cambridge, MA. Chapter 1  
 
 
 

                                                 
1 I do not know Krista Rasmussen, but John McArthur worked at UNDP joining the Poverty Group just as I left when I was there.  He was PhD 
student at the time, we will soon read another article he coauthored on poverty traps in Africa.  
 

http://class.povertylectures.com/ECON6470Spring2017_PS1.pdf
http://class.povertylectures.com/SampleAnswersDiagram.pdf
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/handle/10986/22547
http://class.povertylectures.com/Econ6470PovertyandEconomicGrowthS2016.pdf
http://class.povertylectures.com/Econ6470GrowthStylizedFactsSpring2016.pdf
http://class.povertylectures.com/AfricasPovertyTrapSachsetal2004.pdf
http://class.povertylectures.com/AfricasPovertyTrapSachsetal2004.pdf
http://www.gdsnet.org/Econ6470GrowthStylizedFactsSpring2017.pdf
http://class.povertylectures.com/ThreeGrowthModelsWithDiagrams2016LargeFigures.pdf
http://class.povertylectures.com/Econ6470PovertyandEconomicGrowthS2016.pdf
http://class.povertylectures.com/AfricasPovertyTrapSachsetal2004.pdf
http://class.povertylectures.com/AfricasPovertyTrapSachsetal2004.pdf
http://class.povertylectures.com/Econ6470GrowthModelsLecture2_2016.pdf
http://class.povertylectures.com/Piketty2013LindhalSlides.pdf
https://www.project-syndicate.org/commentary/renminbi-appreciation-slow-chinese-growth-by-jeffrey-d-sachs-2015-10?barrier=true#RbjoRoDg0iDdgRu7.99
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1.  Introduction: From Poverty Trap to Growth Miracle?  Africa since 1995 ;see *Sachs et. al BPEA Ending Africa’s Poverty 
Trap pp. 121-31   Pinkovskiy, M and Xavier Sala-i-Martin (2015), “Lights, Camera, Income: estimating poverty ” SR 669 New 
York Federal Reserve  Young, Alwyn. (2012). "The African Growth Miracle" Journal of Political Economy 120,#4, 696-739.  
McMillan, M. S., & Harttgen, K. (2014). What is driving the'African Growth Miracle'? (NBER 20077). Rodrik, D. (2014). An 
African Growth Miracle? (NBER w20188). 
 
 
Source: Charles Jones, 2015 The Facts of Economic Growth  
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
The ECON 6470 FTP reader is here: type ftp.povertylectures.com/ into your favorite browser window then use  
econ6470@povertylectures.com and password: Piketty (caps matter) to get access to or download core readings including 
book excerpts.  Under Spring2015 see especially the directory Piketty…. http://class.povertylectures.com/ 
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1. PhD Students: Compare the Romer model to the Schumpeterian growth model, what is the value added of both 
approaches (do we need them both?).  a) Please compare Jones and Volrath's presentation in Chapter 5 (attached) to 
Aghion and Howitt's Chapter 3 and 4 (see the ftp main directory for pdfs).  Which presentation do you find most 
useful?  Would you recommend A&H over J&V (or vice versa) or are they complementary.  b) Previously we have 
discussed learning by doing, including in the Villenueva model (very similar to Chapter 6 of J&V).  Do we really need 
endogenous technical change to study development?  Is China a developing country? 

2. Masters Students: Please read Chapter 6 (ftp) and Chapter 7 (attached) of J&V.  How does globalization and education 
affect income levels in the complete model of Chapter 6?  In Chapter 7 (attached) pages 167-69 how do institutions affect 
investment, skill acquisition (sans the brain drain) and TFP in the African countries show in Figure 2.2 (Poverty in a 
Rising Africa, see course calendar or type the title into GS). b) These governance measures include corruption, how can 
we tell if corruption matters in Africa (empirically, of course it matters)?  a) Which of these countries received the most 
foreign aid per capita (ODA) during the great run (2000-2015)?  Is ODA correlated with any of these development 
measures (skills, investment and TFP)?  

Warning: some of the pages in the J&V chapters may be hard to read, please send me the problem pages right away, 
Gabriel or I will scan replacements using turbo scan and insert them immediately.... (turboscan pro is highly 
recommended, much better than photographing pages, which I admit, many people still do...) 
 
Here is data on governance J&V used in the Chapter 7 Figures (the x axis is "Social Infrastructure" a not the same 
measure as in the 2nd edition....  let me know if you need help downloading this data, use the Stata version then save it as 
an excel file...  
the spreadsheet seems to have too much information... J&V average post 2000, we should average 2000-10 and 2010 on if 
it is available.  
 
http://info.worldbank.org/governance/wgi/index.aspx#home 
 
https://www.brookings.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/09_wgi_kaufmann.pdf 
https://sites.google.com/site/eco553x/ 

http://info.worldbank.org/governance/wgi/index.aspx#home
https://www.brookings.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/09_wgi_kaufmann.pdf
https://sites.google.com/site/eco553x/
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Source Poverty in a Rising Africa, World bank 
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Diego Cerdeiro and Andras Komaromi (2017) The Effect of Trade On Income And Inequality: A Cross-
Sectional Approach, IMF 
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